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H

oly Days with no fixed date

Bun Hill Day Hong Kong Cheung Chau is a tiny island located about 12 kilometers south of the Hong Kong mainland. A fishing community that depends almost solely on the sea for its living, Cheung Chau is a curious mix of the modern
and the traditional. Water taxis and ferries compete with sampans for space in
the crowded harbor. (Visitors who take the one hour ferry ride from the mainland are often surprised to discover that motorized vehicles are not allowed on
the island). But what makes Cheung Chau truly distinct is that it holds the world's
only annual bun festival.
Also known as the "Festival of the bun hills," the four-day celebration
includes parB.C.E.es, opera performances, and children dressed in colorful costumes. But the most spectacular feature by far is the bun towers - large bamboo
structures several stories high, piled with sweet buns. The bun towers are located in front of the Pak Tai temple, built in 1783 to commemorate the Pak Tai, the
Taoist God of the Sea. There are several temples in Hong Kong honoring the Pak
Tai who, according to legend, threw the prince of evil out of heaven. Of greater
importance to Cheung Chau's inhabitants, however, is his reputed role in driving
away pirates who had. launched a series of attacks on the island. According to
local lore, the attacks ceased once the temple was built.
The origins of the bun festival are unclear. According to one source, it
commemorates the islanders killed by pirates, and whose spirits may still be
wandering the island. As with the Hungry Ghost Festival, islanders provide food
and burnt paper offerings to placate these wondering souls. It is probably also
designed to pay tribute to Pak Tai. The festival falls just before the start of the
fishing season, so honoring the god is one way to ensure fair weather and a good
catch. The buns, which have been blessed, are handed out to the people on the
final day of the festival. (continued)
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traditionally, men competed in a race to climb up the towers and grab as many buns as possible. In 1978, one of the towers collapsed, injuring several people. The tragic accident forced
authorities to cancel the competition. However, organizers revived the competition in 2005.
To ensure the safety of participants and spectators, the towers are now made of steel, covered with a bamboo scaffolding to look more authentic. Prospective bun-climbers must take
a training course to learn basic mountaineering skills. At the end of the training period,
twelve finalists are chosen to compete in the bun scrambling competition.
Dragon Boat Festival China Taoist The Dragon Boat Festival is called Duan Wu Jie in Chinese. Jie means festival. The
festival is celebrated on the 5th of the fifth month of the Chinese lunar
calendar
The most popular theory of the origin of the festival is that it
was derived from activities commemorating a great patriot poet, Qu
Yuan. The story about Qu Yuan has been deeply rooted in Chinese culture and this festival.
Some of the well-known traditions of the festival existed even
before Qu Yuan The festival may be associated closely with dragon lore,
because two of the most important activities of the festival, dragon
boat racing and eating zongzi, are related to the dragon. Another view is
that the festival is originated from the taboo surrounding evil days. The
fifth month of the Chinese lunar calendar is traditionally considered an
evil month and the 5th of the month is particularly a bad. day.
Most likely, the festival was gradually derived from all of the suggestions and the story of Qu Yuan is certainly the
driving power to make it a great festival today.
Qu Yuan served in the court of Emperor Huai during the Warring States (475 - 221 B.C.E.). He was a wise and erudite man. His ability and fight against corruption antagonized other court officials. They exerted their influence on the
Emperor, so the Emperor dismissed Qu Yuan and eventually exiled him. During his exile, Qu Yuan continued to travel extensively, taught and wrote about his ideas. His works, the Lament (Li Sao), the Nine Chapters (Jiu Zhang), and Wen tian,
are masterpieces and invaluable for studying ancient Chinese culture. He saw the gradual decline of his mother country,
the Chu State. And when he heard that the Chu State was defeated by the strong Qin State, he was so despaired that he
ended his life by flinging himself into the Miluo River.
Legend says after people heard he drowned, they were greatly dismayed. Fishermen raced to the spot in their
boats to search for his body. Unable to find his body, people threw zongzi, eggs and other food into the river to distract
fish from his body. Since then, people commemorate Qu Yuan through dragon boat races, eating zongzi and other activities, on the anniversary of his death, the 5th of the fifth month.
Zongzi is the most popular food for the festival. Zongzi is a special kind of dumpling. It is usually made of glutinous rice wrapped in bamboo leaves. Fresh bamboo leaves, when they can be found, are the best for the wrapping since
the taste and smell of the fresh bamboo leaves is part of zongzi.
Kadazan Harvest Festival Malaysia traditional The Kadazan is the largest ethnic category in Sabah; they are predominantly wet rice and hill rice cultivators. Their language belongs to the Dusunic family and shares a common animistic
belief system with various customs and practices. Their ancient rest on the truth that everything has life - the rocks,
trees, and rivers are all living things.
Pesta Kaamatan or Harvest Festival is a unique celebration of Kadazandusun society. It's a celebration to honor the Rice
Spirit - Bambaazon or Bambarayon and to give thanks for yet another bountiful year. The festival begins on the first of
May at many district levels. The rites and customs of the Pesta Kaamatan are tribal practices of Kadazandusun and also
Murut peoples. The Bobohizan or Bobolian who are the High Priests or Priestesses (depending on the district/area undertaking the preservation) will conduct the ritual
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It is believed that rice, in whatever form, embodies Bambaazon that it must be protected from harm. The homecoming of
Babaazon is an integral part of the Harvest Festival. Ancient folklore tells of the
ultimate deed of Kinoingan or Minamagun - The Almighty God or Creator, who
sacrificed his only beloved daughter, Huminodun so that his people would have
food. Various parts of her body were planted from which plants grew. During the
Magavau ceremony, the Bobohizan will select some stalks of rice that are left
undistributed until the harvest is over. In some districts, the chosen stalks are cut
before the field is harvested and are then brought into the owner's house. The
task of Bobohizan is to search and salvage the lost Bambaazon who are hurt or
separated from the main mystical body
The language used by Bobohizan is archaic and the meanings have been
buried in time and are now known only to the few remaining Bobohizan. The vital
aspect of Magavau is the summoning of
Bambaazon. The sacrament of Magavau
may vary according to district practices but the ceremony always ends with food
offerings to Bambaazon and merry making for the village folks. The highlight of Pesta
Kaamatan is the selection of the pageant queen or "Unduk NgB.C.E.au" which can be
literally translated as "Zenith of the Sun". It conceptually derives from the sacrifice of
Huminodun. The maiden who has the honor of being selected should bear semblance
to Huminodun and will represent all that is virtuous in the revered Huminodun.
Ploughing Ceremony Thailand The Royal Ploughing Ceremony is an ancient rite observed in Thailand and Cambodia to
mark the traditional beginning of the rice-growing ceremony. It takes place during the sixth Thai lunar month, but the actual
date of the ceremony is not fixed exactly. It has to be announced by the astrologers at the Bureau of the Royal Household.
Once it has been announced, the Cabinet will approve a public holiday for that date. This public holiday is also sometimes
referred to as Thai Farmer’s Day.
The ceremony has Brahminic origins, dating back to a period before Buddhism, but under King Rama IV a Buddhist
component to the ceremony was added. The ceremony takes place in Bangkok, at the Sanam Luang, the field in front of the
Grand palace and the Temple of the Emerald Buddha. In Thai, the ceremony is known as Kan Phuet Cha Mongkon . It is typically presided over by either the King or the Crown Prince. There is also present a Brahmin master of ceremonies known as
the Lord of the Festival.
At the beginning of the ploughing ceremony the Lord of the Festival is asked to select one of three pieces of cloth
from a covered tray. Depending on the length of the cloth chosen, a prediction is then made regarding the rainfall that can
be expected that year. After this, two sacred oxen are yoked to a wooden plough and three concentric and three parallel furrows are ploughed. Into these are scattered rice seeds grown in fields at the
royal palace. The rice seeds are carried by four women in golden baskets.
After their work, the oxen are given some welcome refreshment. They can
choose from, among other things, rice seeds, sesame, hay, green beans, water and rice-whiskey. What they choose to eat or drink is used as the basis for
predictions for the coming year. For example, if they choose the rice-whiskey
this is said to be a good omen for communications, finance and the economy.
After the ceremony members of the public rush in to collect the rice seeds.
These are thought to have great auspicious properties, particularly by Thai
farmers, who mix them in with their own seeds. Some of the seeds are also
distributed to farmers in other provinces of Thailand. The colorful ploughing
ceremony is open to the public and is always broadcast live on Thai television.
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Ute Bear Dance Ute Tribe of the Southwest
The origin of the Ute Bear Dance relates the time when two brothers
were out hunting in the mountains and as they became tired, they laid down to rest. One of the brothers noticed a bear
standing upright facing a tree and seemed to be dancing and making a noise while clawing the tree. This brother continued
to observe the bear with fascination, knowing that Sinauf (the one above) had. sent the bear to teach the people about
survival and to combat the mischief of the Coyote. The bear taught the young man to do the same dance and also taught
the young man the song that went with the dance. He told the young man to return to his people and teach them the
dance and songs of the bear.
According to the legend, the songs of the dance show respect for the spirit of the bear, which brings special power
to make one strong. In addition, the coming of spring made people restless after a long winter. Most people were anxious
to be outside, and the symbol of the bear rising from hibernation was a powerful force for in this regard. Thus, the Bear
Dance became an important ritual the Utes, and it was the climax of their winter social activities.
The Bear Dance took place in an open field or corral surrounded by a fence made of brush or woven branches.
Both the men and the women wore plumes as they danced, and the women also wore brightly colored shawls. The women
selected partners by flicking the fringe of their shawl at one of the men. The dance commenced with couples being divided
into two lines. One of the singers played the role of the Cat, using a willow switch to urge shy dancers to move faster. The
dancing continued for four or five days, and ended with either ( a ) one of the couples falling down from exhaustion, or
( b ) the singers getting tired. Once the dance ended, the dancers removed the plumes they had. worn during the dance
and left them on a cedar tree at the east entrance of the corral. As the Ute's say, leaving the plume on the tree was to
leave your troubles behind and start your life anew. The celebration then ended with a huge feast organized by the Bear
Dance Chiefs, after which each family unit prepared to go its separate way until the next winter. [You can listen to some of
the Ute music at http://zangomusic.com/truteso.html ]
Green Corn Dance Seminole People of the Southeast For the Indian nations of the Southeastern United StatesCherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole, Timucua, and others-corn (maize) was their single most important food.
Therefore, corn also played an important part in their religious and ceremonial life.
One of the important ceremonies among the people of the Southeastern Woodlands was the Green Corn Ceremony or
puskita (which became Busk in English) which was an expression of gratitude for a successful corn crop. The ceremony was
held after the harvest and was a time for renewing life. Old fires were put out, the villages were cleaned, and worn pottery
was broken. The Busk would be held when the first corn crop became edible. This ceremony celebrated both the crop and
the sense of community that shaped their lives.
Ojibwa :: The Green Corn Ceremony. Among the Creek, the Green Corn Ceremony was held during the Big Ripening Moon (July-August) and was linked to the ripening of the second crop of corn. The ceremony lasted for 8 days in the
important towns and for 4 days in the smaller towns. The intent of the ceremony was to rekindle a sense of the sacredness
of life. The Busk was marked with a sense of renewal and forgiveness. It included singing, dancing, moral lectures, thanksgiving, and feasting. During the Busk, a new fire would be kindled in the town square. A pure fire would enable the people
to communicate their wants to the Maker of Breath, the purifying power that rebalanced the cosmos.
The Green Corn Ceremony was also associated with the quest for spiritual purity. Fasting - one of the principle ways of
attaining purity - was an important element in the ceremony. Among the
Chickasaw, the fast started on the first afternoon of the ceremony and
lasted until the second sunrise. Following the fast an emetic was used to
purge the body of all impurities.
Among the Cherokee, the Green Corn Ceremony was the time
when people were to forgive debts, grudges, B.C.E.ultery, and all crimes
(with the exception of murder). Among some groups, such as the Tuckabahchee and the Seminole, the Green Corn Ceremony was the time when
sacred objects, such as brass and copper plates and medicine bundles,
were renewed and publicly displayed. Among the Seminole, this is the
time when the medicine bundle is renewed.
With regard to the Seminole's Green Corn Dance, Danny Billie
says: "It defines who we are and what we are as trB.C.E.itional Indian
people. It is the heart and soul of the trB.C.E.itional Seminole way of life."
[ this site has much information about the Seminole: http://www.semtribe.com/Culture/GreenCornDance.aspx ]
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Lotus Lantern Festival Korea The Seoul Lotus Lantern Festival celebrates the birth of the Buddha some two and
half millennia ago. In the weeks leading up to the festival, over 100,000 brightly colored lanterns are strung up along
many of Seoul’s streets on both sides of the Hangang river.
Yeon Deung Hoe, or the Lotus Lantern Assembly, is a traditional Korean folk festival that began centuries ago
during the Goryeo Period, when Buddhism reached its zenith as ancient Korea’s state religion. But even today, the
Seoul Lotus Lantern Festival continues the tradition of making and hanging lanterns as symbolic offerings of light, wisdom and compassion in a world too often filled with darkness and suffering.
Today, about one-quarter of Koreans are Buddhists, and the Jogye Order is Korea’s largest Buddhist sect. As festival
hosts, they typically begin the annual celebration at Seoul Bongeunsa temple with an exhibition of traditional lanterns
made from Korea’s exquisite traditional paper called hanji.
But the biggest festival events occur on the other side of the Hangang river on the street outside Seoul Jogyesa temple in the heart of downtown Seoul. Over the weekend, thousands of people gather to participate in free
“experience events” and to enjoy stage performances starring monks clad. in colorful robes.
Some 100 booths offer the chance to make a Buddhist rosary or even your own lantern – a relatively simple task said
to help one attain enlightenment in the next life! Other booths offer a glimpse into the rich Buddhist culture of Korea’s Asian neighbors, like Mongolia, Thailand and India, among others. Other activities include the opportunity to
wear a traditional Korean hanbok, or to watch a traditional marriage ceremony.
During the Seoul Lotus Lantern Festival, the tightly packed compound of the Jogyesa temple is strung with thousands
of colorful lanterns strung from roof eaves and trees that created a false ceiling.
On a packed earth plaza in front of the main hall, a salmunori troupe typically performs.
In addition to all of the daytime activities is the focal point of each year’s
Seoul Lotus Lantern Festival - the Lotus Lantern Parade. While very popular
among the city’s Korean residents, the parade is always a favorite event for the
city’s foreign community. Be it the large number of Buddhists from other Asian
countries, or the largely non-Buddhist North American and European expatriate
population, the festival’s celebratory air and free activities draw everyone together.
At dusk the street revelers gather for what is said to be Seoul’s largest
annual street procession. From Dongguk University Station to Dongdaemun and
Jogyesa temple, Seoul’s night sky becomes lit not by office towers, but by thousands of lanterns made in the shapes of dragons, pagodas, phoenixes, and, of
course, lotuses. At about 9:30 pm, everything culminates with the Daedong Celebration. Meaning “being together,”
the final event of singing and dancing at the Jonggak intersection usually reaches its finale at about 11 pm, when revelers are showered by pink lotus petals.

H

oly Days with fixed date

May 1—31 Flores de Mayo El Salvador/Philippines Christian Flores de Mayo (El Salvador)
In the late 18th century the Roman Catholic Church set aside the month of May to honor the Blessed Virgin Mary. The
religious ceremonies held in honor of the Virgin in El Salvador during this month are called Flores de Mayo (Flowers of
May), probably because there are so many wildflowers in bloom at this time of year.
The town of San Vincente celebrates the fiesta in a distinctive way. Each day, between four and five in the afternoon,
there is a procession through the streets of town. It starts at the house of the capitana, the woman who directs the
festival on that day. The women who have worked on the festival and their friends march through town scattering
candy, anise seeds, and sweetmeats. Men throw flowers, corn, and grain from the sidelines. At six o'clock the image
of the Virgin Mary is carried from the capitana's house to the church in procession, and a second and even more elaborate procession takes place later that night. These processions take place throughout the month-long observance.
Each day a different capitana takes charge of the day's activities. (continued)
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Although "la Flor," as the procession is known, is the highlight of each day's activities, there is also music every
morning as men and women playing guitars and marimbas stroll through the streets. Sometimes a jester wearing a mask
rides through the town on horseback, handing out announcements of coming events. Another procession takes place at
midday, consisting of a parade of cars that have been specially decorated for the fiesta. People wearing masks follow on
foot.
Flores de Mayo ("May flowers") festivals take place throughout the
Philippines during the month of May. Children create offerings of flowers and
bring them to their churches in the afternoon. ParB.C.E.es make their way
through towns and villages, with girls wearing traditional costumes followed
by their relatives and friends singing Hail Mary’s.
The festival ends on May 31 with fiestas everywhere. In big cities like Manila,
Flores de Mayo is one of the largest festivals of the year, featuring May
Queens and fancy dress balls. In the smaller towns and villages, the last day of
the month is a day to celebrate the birthday of their patron saint.
May 1 Beltane Wicca/Pagan Beltane is a Celtic word which means 'fires of Bel' (Bel was a Celtic deity). It is a fire festival that celebrates of the coming of summer and the fertility of the coming year.
Celtic festivals often tied in with the needs of the community. In spring time, at the beginning of the farming calendar,
everybody would be hoping for a fruitful year for their families and fields.
Beltane rituals would often include courting: for example, young men and women collecting blossoms in the
woods and lighting fires in the evening. These rituals would often lead. to matches and marriages, either immediately in
the coming summer or autumn.
Other festivities involved fire which was thought to cleanse, purify and increase fertility. Cattle were often passed
between two fires and the properties of the flame and the smoke were seen to ensure the fertility of the herd.
Today Pagans believe that at Beltane the God (to whom the Goddess gave birth at the Winter Solstice) achieves the
strength and maturity to court and become lover to the Goddess. So although what happens in the fields has lost its
significance for most Pagans today, the creation of fertility is still an important issue.
Emma Restall Orr, a modern day Druid, speaks of the 'fertility of our personal creativity'. (Spirits
of the Sacred Grove, pub. Thorsons, 1998, pg.110). She is referring to the need for active and creative lives. We need fertile minds for our work, our families and our interests.
Fire is still the most important element of most Beltane celebrations and there are many
traditions associated with it. It is seen to have purifying qualities which cleanse and revitalize.
People leap over the Beltane fire to bring good fortune, fertility (of mind, body and spirit) and
happiness through the coming year.
May 2 Ridvan concludes Bahá'í (see April’s Newsletter)
May 2 Holy Thursday Eastern Orthodox Christian Commemorates Jesus’ sharing of the Passover Feast with his disciples, which came to be known as The Lord’s Supper and/or Holy Eucharist.
May 2 Birthday of Guru Arjan Dev (Nanakshahi calendar) Sikh Guru Arjan, 1563-1606; Guru Arjan was the fifth Sikh
Guru and the first Sikh martyr: he gave up his life for the Sikh people.
The Guru laid the foundation of the Golden Temple (Harmandir Sahib) in Amritsar. He also designed the four
doors in a Gurdwara, proclaiming that "My faith is for the people of all castes and all creeds from whichever direction
they come and to whichever direction they bow." He also declared that all Sikhs should donate a tenth of their earnings
to charity.
The greatest contribution he made to the Sikh faith was to compile all of the past Gurus' writings into one book,
now the holy scripture: the Guru Granth Sahib. It was this holy book that made him a martyr. Guru Arjan Dev included
the compositions of both Hindu and Muslim saints which he considered consistent with the teachings of Sikhism and the
Gurus. In 1606, the Muslim Emperor Jahangir ordered that he be tortured and sentenced to death after he refused to
remove all Islamic and Hindu references from the Holy book. (continued)
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He was made to sit on a burning hot sheet while boiling hot sand was poured over his burnt body. After enduring five
days of unrelenting torture Guru Arjan Dev was taken for a bath in the river. As thousands watched he entered the river
never to be seen again. The way in which he died changed the course of Sikhism forever.
May 2 National Day of Prayer Interfaith/ United States The National Day of Prayer (36 U.S.C. § 119) is an annual
day of observance held on the first Thursday of May, designated by the United States Congress, when people are asked
"to turn to God in prayer and meditation". Each year since its inception, the president has signed a proclamation, encouraging all Americans to pray on this day. The modern law formalizing its annual observance was enacted in 1952.
The constitutionality of the law that established the National Day of Prayer is currently under challenge by
the Freedom From Religion Foundation (FFRF). In April 2011, a three-judge panel of a federal appellate court ruled that
FFRF lacked standing, and, without addressing the law's constitutionality, unanimously overturned a previous court's ruling that it was unconstitutional. FRFF immediately appealed the decision.
The National Day or Prayer is celebrated by Americans of many religions, including Christians of many denominations, such as Baptists and Catholics, as well as Sikhs, Muslims, Hindus, and Jews. On the National Day of Prayer, many
Americans assemble in prayer in front of courthouses, as well as in houses of worship, such as churches, mosques, synagogues, and temples. Luncheons, picnics, and music performances revolving around praying for the nation are also popular observances
May 3 Holy Friday Eastern Orthodox Christian Commemorates the Passion of Jesus.
May 5 Pascha Eastern Orthodox Christian Easter Commemorates the resurrection of Jesus.
May 5 Kodomo no Hi Japan Children's Day is a Japanese national holiday which takes place annually on May 5, the
fifth day of the fifth month, and is part of the Golden Week. It is a day set aside to respect children's personalities and to
celebrate their happiness. It was designated a national holiday by the Japanese government in 1948.
The day was originally called Tango no Sekku , and was celebrated on the 5th day of the 5th moon in the lunar
calendar or Chinese calendar. After Japan's switch to the Gregorian calendar, the date was moved to May 5. The festival
is still celebrated in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau as the Duanwu Festival or Tuen Ng Festival (Cantonese), in Korea as the Dano Festival, and Vietnam as the Tết Đoan Ngọ on the traditional lunar calendar date. It was originally for
boys but has since been changed to include both boys and girls. Sekku means a season's festival (there are five sekku per
year). Tango no Sekku marks the beginning of summer or the rainy season. Tan means "edge" or "first" and go means
"noon".
Although it is not known precisely when this day started to be celebrated, it was probably during the reign of the
Empress Suiko (593–628 A.D.). In Japan, Tango no Sekku was assigned to the fifth day of the fifth month after the Nara
period. Until recently, Tango no Sekku was known as Boys' Day (also known as Feast of Banners) while Girls' Day
(Hinamatsuri) was celebrated on March 3. In 1948, the government decreed this day to be a national holiday to celebrate
the happiness of all children and to express gratitude toward mothers. It was renamed Kodomo no Hi.
Before this day, families raise the carp-shaped koinobori flags (carp because of the Chinese legend that a carp
that swims upstream becomes a dragon, and the way the flags
blow in the wind looks like they are swimming), one for each boy
(or child), display a Kintarō doll usually riding on a large carp, and
the traditional Japanese military helmet, kabuto. Kintarō and the
kabuto are symbols of a strong and healthy boy.
Kintarō is the childhood name of Sakata no Kintoki who
was a hero in the Heian period, a subordinate samurai of Minamoto no Raikou, having been famous for his strength when he was a
child. It is said that Kintarō rode a bear, instead. of a horse, and
played with animals in the mountains when he was a young boy.
Mochi rice cakes wrapped in kashiwa (oak) leaves—kashiwa-mochi
(just like regular mochi, but is also filled with red beans jam) and
chimaki (a kind of "sweet rice paste", wrapped in an iris or bamboo leaf)—are traditionally served on this day.
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May 5 Urini Nal South Korea Urini Nal has been a national holiday in South Korea since 1975. Schools are closed and
parks are packed with children. Events of the day may include wrestling and martial arts exhibitions, dancing, and the
presentation of puppet shows and plays. Cake shops give away rice cake favors. The holiday is intended to forge the
bonds of family life.
May 9 Ascension Day Christian Ascension day is the 40th day of Easter and commemorates the ascension of Jesus
into heaven 39 days after resurrection on Easter Sunday. You will find
the Biblical accounts of the Ascension in Matthew 28:16-20, Mark
16:19-20, Luke 24:50-53 and Acts 1:6-11.
During the forty-day period before he ascended into heaven,
it is believed that Jesus preached and intermingled with his apostles
and disciples. According to tradition, Ascension Day was first celebrated in 68 B.C.E., however the first written evidence of the Ascension Day feast occurred in 385 B.C.E.. Today, Ascension Day is celebrated primarily by Catholics and Anglicans. According to Western
Christianity methods of calculating the dates of Easter, the earliest
possible date for Ascension Day is April 30, the latest possible date is
June 3.
Ascension Day celebrations include the following: The Easter
(Paschal) candle is put out. There may be processions with torches and banners and fruits and vegetables may be blessed
in church. Ten days after Ascension Day is Pentecost (Whitsuntide) which commemorates the coming of the Holy Spirit to
the disciples. Pentecost ends the cycle of Easter related events in the Christian Calendar.
Germany also celebrates Father's Day on the same date. An old English tradition is that if it is sunny on Ascension
Day, it will be a warm summer; but if it rains, it will a poor harvest and livestock will suffer from disease.
In Sweden people go into the woods very early in the morning to hear the birds at sunrise. It is said to be good luck if a
cuckoo is heard from the east or west.
May 13 Akshaya-tritiya Jain Akshaya Tritiya, also known as Akha Teej is a Hindu and Jain holy day, and one of the
four most important days for Hindus. The meaning of the word Akshaya is infinite; that which never recedes
According to Hinduism, Akshay Tritiiya was the day when Ganesha, the god of wisdom and obstacle removal,
started writing the epic Mahabharata to Ved Vyas's dictation. As per Hindus, this day is ruled by Vishnu, the preserver-god
in the Hindu Trinity. It is also traditionally celebrated as the birthday of the Hindu sage Parashurama, the sixth Avatar
(incarnation) of the god Vishnu. According to Hindu mythology, on this day the Treta Yuga began and the river Ganges,
the most sacred river of India, descended to the earth from the heaven.
Akshay Tritiiya is a holy day in Jain calendar as well. People who observe the year-long alternative day fasting finish their
Tapasya this day. The story behind the festival in jainism is written in Harinvansh Puran and Padam Puran (one of the holy
granthas of jains). The Day of Akshay Tritiya is worshipped and said to be auspicious in Jainism because it is said to have
established the very first "ahar charya" a methodology to prepare and serve food to Jain Monks. Lord Rishabhdev denounced the worldly pleasures after dividing his vast kingdom among his 100 sons. He then meditated without any food
and water for six months and Upon attaining enlightenment (Kevalya Gyana), set out to accept food (Ahar). He was the
first monk of this Era.
Jain monks do not own anything. They do not even cook food for themselves. When hungry or thirsty, (Maximum
Once in day), they set out to accept ahar. they do not ask for it but accept when it is offered. Tirthankara Rishabhadeva
also went to people to accept food. However, as he was the first monk of this era, the people did not know anything
about the lives and disciplines of monks,. The people of Ayodhya offered him gold, jewelry, gemstones, elephants, horses,
expensive garments and even their daughters to honor their beloved king. Rishabhadeva was not in quest of all these. He
sought only a morsel of food, but nobody offered it to him. Nobody understood that their king (continued)
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was looking to receive food to ensure that the monks that would come after him would receive food and water in the purest form needed to lead an ascetic life. As there was no choice, he had to fast for a long time (one year) until his grandson
Shreyansha Kumara understood his need. Finally Shreyansha Kumara, offered him sugarcane juice and thus Rishabhadeva
ended his fast. This was on the day of Akshaya Tritiya. This is considered by the Jains as one of the best offerings. It is believed that religious gifts bestowed on Akshaya Tritiya become inexhaustible. Jains even today, observe a fast to commemorate their first Tirthankara Rishabhadeva on Akshaya Tritiya and end their fast with sugarcane juice,
May 14—16 Shavuot Jewish The Torah was given by G-d to the Jewish people on Mount Sinai more than 3300 years
ago. Every year on the holiday of Shavuot Jews renew their acceptance of G-d’s gift, and G-d “re-gives” the Torah.
The word Shavuot means “weeks.” It marks the completion of the seven-week counting period between Passover and Shavuot. The giving of the Torah was a far-reaching spiritual event—one that touched the essence of the Jewish soul for all
times. Sages have compared it to a wedding between G-d and the Jewish
people. Shavuot also means “oaths,” for on this day G-d swore eternal devotion to the Jews, and they in turn pledged everlasting loyalty to Him.
In ancient times two wheat loaves would be offered in Holy Temple. It was also at this time that people would begin to bring bikkurim, their
first and choicest fruits, to thank G-d for Israel’s bounty.
Women and girls light holiday candles to usher in the holiday, on
both the first and second evenings of the holidays. It is customary to stay
up all night learning Torah on the first night of Shavuot.
All men, women and children should go to the synagogue on the first day of
Shavuot to hear the reading of the Ten Commandments. As on other holidays, special meals are eaten, and no “work” may be performed. It is customary to eat dairy foods on Shavuot. Among other reasons, this commemorates the fact that upon receiving the Torah,
including the kosher laws, the Jewish people could not cook meat in their pots, which had yet to be rendered kosher. On
the second day of Shavuot, the Yizkor memorial service is recited. Some communities read the Book of Ruth publicly, as
King David—whose passing occurred on this day—was a descendant of Ruth the Moabite.
May 15 Pista Ng Anihan Harvest Festival Philippines (Christian) This is a celebration of a plentiful harvest and takes
place on the feast day of Saint Isidro, who was a 12th Century Spanish farmer who became the patron saint of harvests.
“Pista” comes form the Spanish word “Fiesta”
To prepare townspeople decorate their homes by hanging coconuts, corn, and fruit in windows and doorways.
Families make designs out of kiping (rice powder). Sometimes the decorations will denote the profession of the homeowner by including tools of the trade. Anoka (straw figures) may also be displayed.
At noon on the day before the church bells signal the beginning of the celebration time. This is often followed by
firecrackers and bans. Teams from neighboring towns compete in athletic events. Then there is a parade down a street
lined with bamboo arches which are decorates with colorful streamers, fruit, and candy. After the parade it is time to
attend church to give thanks for the harvest.
On Pista eve the Queen and her court reign over a dance in the
town plaza. One of the most fascinating dances is called the Tinikling. This
bird—the tinikling—is always a threat to the rice crop. Dancers representing the birds dance between two bamboo poles which are being
clapped to the beat of the music. Those clapping the poles together represent the farmers attempting to capture the birds.
The next morning there is church followed by games and events.
Some small towns wash, groom, and decorate their water buffalo with ribbons and flowers and take them to the churchyard for a blessing. Without
these animals the farmers would have no harvest at all.
People gather for lunch of barbecued port, papaya, rice cakes and
other favorites. In the evening there is a procession where all carry lighted
candles and Saint Isidro’s statue leads.
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May 17 Sanja Matsuri Shinto (Japan) The Sanja Matsuri (Sanja Festival) is an annual festival in the Asakusa district that
takes place over the third full weekend in May. It is held in celebration of the
three founders of Sensoji Temple, who are enshrined as Shinto gods (kami) in Asakusa Shrine next door to the temple. Nearly two million people visit Asakusa over
the three days of the festival, making it one of the three biggest festivals in Tokyo.
The Sanja Matsuri features about one hundred mikoshi, portable shrines,
in which Shinto gods (kami) are symbolically placed and paraded about the streets
to bring good fortune to the local businesses and residents. Smaller neighborhood
mikoshi can be seen about the streets of Asakusa throughout the festival, while
the focus of the festival, the three large mikoshi belonging to Asakusa Shrine,
make their appearance on Sunday. For the entirety of the festival, Asakusa is
packed with food stalls, festival games and revelers amid a lively atmosphere of
Japanese drums and flutes.
The festivities begin on Friday afternoon with the Daigyoretsu Parade, a large procession of priests, city officials, geisha, musicians and dancers wearing Edo Period
costumes. A Shinto ceremony is held immediately after the parade, followed by a traditional dance to pray for an abundant
harvest and prosperity. In the afternoon the first of the portable shrines (mikoshi) of Asakusa's local neighborhoods are
brought out and carried through the streets, accompanied by musicians playing Japanese drums and flutes.
Saturday features the neighborhood mikoshi, nearly 100 of them from the district's 44 neighborhoods, which are
brought out around noon and carried to Sensoji Temple and Asakusa Shrine to be blessed before they are carried back to be
paraded around their neighborhoods to spread luck and prosperity. Many neighborhoods also have smaller children's mikoshi as well as women's mikoshi.
The events of Sunday, the final day of the festival, begin at 6:00 AM when hundreds of revelers, grouped by their
neighborhoods and wearing matching festival garbs, gather at Asakusa Shrine and vie to carry one of the three large main
mikoshi (portable shrines). After about two hours the mikoshi head off in different directions to be paraded through the
district. By the end of the evening, they will have visited all of the streets, shopping arcades and neighborhoods of Asakusa
before returning to Asakusa Shrine.
May 19 Pentecost Christian Pentecost is a Christian holy day commemorating the descent of the Holy Ghost upon the
disciples of Jesus Christ, according to the New Testament of the Bible. It is also known as Whitsunday, or Whit Sunday.
In the United States, Christians share their perspective about the
meaning of Pentecost as well as how the diversity of languages and
cultures can enhance their worship and fellowship with each another. Christians see Pentecost as an expansion of God's favor and care
from Judaism to all peoples.
As recorded in the New Testament of the Bible, it was on the
50th day after Easter that the apostles were praying together and
the Holy Spirit descended on them. They received the “gift of
tongues” – the ability to speak in other languages – and immediately
began to preach about Jesus Christ to Jewish people from all over
the world who flocked to Jerusalem for the Feast of Shavuot.
Christian Pentecost became not only a commemoration of
the Holy Spirit’s visit but also marks the birth of the Christian Church.
Although it is not certain when Pentecost began to be observed by Christians, it may have been early as the first century.
Whitsuntide, also referred to as Whitsun in modern times, is the period beginning with the Saturday before Whitsunday and
ending the following Saturday.
According to church tradition, Pentecost is always about seven weeks after Easter Sunday, or 50 days after Easter,
including Easter Day. In some Orthodox churches, Whitsunday is observed after the date set by the western churches. This is
because some Orthodox churches still observe holidays according to the Julian calendar, which preceded the Gregorian calendar adopted by many western churches. The Easter date depends on the ecclesiastical approximation of the March equinox.
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May 23 Declaration of the Bab Bahá'í The Báb—born Siyyid
`Alí-Muhammad in Shiraz, Persia (now Iran)—announced on May 22,
1844, that He was the bearer of a Divine Revelation which would
prepare humanity for the advent of the Promised One of all religions.
On the evening of May 22, Baha'is throughout the world
commemorate the Declaration of the Bab, which took place in this
room (pictured) in the Persian city of Shiraz in 1844.
That Promised One, the Báb declared, was destined to usher in the
age of justice, unity and peace promised in Judaism, Christianity, Islam and all the other world religions. Bahá’u'lláh, one of the Báb’s
leading advocates, announced in April 1863 that He was the Divine
Messenger the Báb had promised.
The Báb’s announcement in the middle of the 19th century
came at a time when many Christians were expecting the return of
Christ based on their reading of Biblical prophecy. Simultaneously, half way around the world, in the Middle East, many
followers of Islam were also expecting their Promised One to appear. It seemed as if a new spiritual age was about to
begin.
Those who had met the Báb were struck by the beauty of His being and grace. His voice, particularly, when
chanting the tablets and prayers He revealed, possessed a sweetness that captivated the heart. Against the backdrop of
widespread moral breakdown in Persian society, the Báb’s assertion that He was the Bringer of a new Revelation from God
and His call for spiritual and social renewal aroused both hope and excitement among the masses and hostility among the
religious and political leaders of His day. He quickly attracted thousands of followers.
Soon the Báb and His followers were persecuted by the religious and political leaders. The Bab was imprisoned,
exiled, beaten and finally executed. The followers, by the thousands, were tortured and martyred. Their extraordinary
moral courage in the face of persecution was noted by a number of Western observers, such as Leo Tolstoy and Sarah Bernhardt, who were deeply affected by the spiritual drama that was unfolding in what was regarded as a darkened land.
Despite the opposition, the Báb’s religion survived. Most of the Báb’s followers embraced Bahá’u'lláh’s announcement that
He was the One promised by the Báb. The religion, known as the Bahá’í Faith after Bahá’u'lláh’s declaration, continued to
expand although persecutions also continued.
Today, the Bahá’í Faith has more than five million followers from every part of the world, drawn from every class of
society and nearly every religion. In the United States, the Bahá’í Faith now has about 160,000 adherents. Bahá’ís celebrate
the anniversary of the Báb’s declaration through prayers and programs where the story of His declaration may be retold. It
is one of nine holy days in the Bahá’í calendar when Bahá’ís suspend work or school.
May 23 Birthday of Guru Amar Das (Nanakshahi calendar) Sikh It was not until his old age that Amar Das met Guru
Angad and converted to the path of Sikhism. He eventually became Guru at the age of 73 succeeding Guru Angad
Guru Amar Das further institutionalized the free communal kitchen called langer among the Sikhs. The langar kitchen was
open to serve all day and night. Although rich food was served there, Guru Amar Das was very simple and lived on coarse
bread. The Guru spent his time personally attending to the cure and nursing of the sick and the aged. Guru Amar Das made
it obligatory that those seeking his audience must first eat in the langer. When the Raja of Haripur came to see the Guru.
Guru Amar Das insisted that he first partake a common meal in the langer, irrespective of his cast. The Raja obliged and had
an audience with the Guru. But one of his queens refused to lift the veil from her face, so Guru Amar Das refused to meet
her. Guru Amar Das not only preached the equality of people irrespective of their caste but he also tried to foster the idea
of women's equality. He tried to liberate women from the practices of purdah (wearing a veil) as well as preaching strongly
against the practice of sati (Hindu wife burning on her husband’s funeral pyre). Guru Amar Das also disapproved of a widow
remaining unmarried for the rest of her life.
Guru Amar Das continued a systematic planned expansion of the Sikh Institutions. He trained a band of 146 apostles (52
were women) called Masands and sent them to various parts of the country. He also set up 22 dioceses called manjis across
the country. These twenty two dioceses helped to spread Sikhism among the population while collecting revenues to help
support the young religion. Guru Amar Das also declared Baisakhi (April 13), (continued)
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Maghi (1st day of Magha, mid-January) and Diwali (festival of lights in October/November) as three special days where all the
Sikhs should gather to hear the Guru's words. Although advanced in years, Guru Amar Das undertook a tour of a number of
Hindu places of pilgrimage along the banks of the Yamuna and Ganga rivers as well as Kurukshetra. Here the Guru would hold
religious services and large numbers of people would come to hear his preaching.
For their religious scriptures Guru Amar Das collected an anthology of writings including
hymns of Guru Nanak and Guru Angad and added his own as well as those of other Hindu saints
whose poems conformed to the teachings of Sikhism. All of these were in Punjabi and easily understood by the common people. When a learned Brahmin once questioned the Guru; "Why do
you impart instruction to your disciples not in Sanskrit, the language of gods in which all the Hindu
lore is written, but in their mother-tongue, like Punjabi, the language of the illiterate mass." To
this Guru Amar Das replied; "Sanskrit is like a well, deep, inaccessible and confined to the elite,
but the language of the people is like rain water - ever fresh, abundant and accessible to all." He
said; "I want my doctrines to be propagated through every language which the people speak, for
it is not language but the content that should be considered sacred or otherwise."
May 25 Wesak, or Visakha Puja—Buddha Day Buddhist Wesak is the most important of the Buddhist festivals and is
celebrated on the full moon in May. It celebrates the Buddha's birthday, and, for some Buddhists, also marks his enlightenment and death.
Wesak is celebrated with much color and gaiety. Homes may be cleaned and decorated. In many countries during the
festival, Buddhists will visit their local temple for services and teaching, and will give offerings to the monks of food, candles
and flowers. Chanting and praying are an important part of Wesak.
The 'Bathing the Buddha' ceremony is also often included. Water is poured over the shoulders of the Buddha as a reminder
to purify their own minds from greed, hatred and ignorance. Gifts are taken to an altar to be offered to the Buddha statues.
This shows respect and gratitude to the Buddha for his life and teachings.
Celebrations vary from one country to another. In Thailand, for example, special Wesak lanterns are made of paper
and wood, and often there are large ceremonial releases of caged birds.
In China, traditional elements from Chinese culture, such as dancing dragons, are incorporated into the religious celebrations.
In Indonesia, Wesak lanterns are made from paper and wood. Another popular custom in some countries is the release of
caged birds, symbolizing letting go of troubles and wishing that all beings be well and happy.
May 25 St. Bede the Venerable Christian Patron of English writers and historians; Jarrow 673 - 735
Bede was born near St. Peter and St. Paul monastery at Wearmouth-Jarrow, England. He was sent there when he was
three and educated by Abbots Benedict Biscop and Ceolfrid. He became a monk at the
monastery, was ordained when thirty, and except for a few brief visits elsewhere, spent all
of his life in the monastery, devoting himself to the study of Scripture and to teaching and
writing. He is considered one of the most learned men of his time and a major influence on
English literature. His writings are a veritable summary of the learning of his time and include commentaries on the Pentateuch and various other books of the Bible, theological
and scientific treatises, historical works, and biographies. His best-known work is HISTORIA
ECCLESIASTICA, a history of the English Church and people, which he completed in 731. It is
an account of Christianity in England up to 729 and is a primary source of early English history. Called "the Venerable" to acknowledge his wisdom and learning, the title was formalized at the Council of Aachen in 853. He was a careful scholar and distinguished stylist, the
"father" of English history, the first to date events anno domini (A.D.), and in 1899, was
declared the only English doctor of the Church. He died in Wearmouth-Jarrow on May 25. His feast day is May 25th.
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May 26 Trinity Sunday Christian Trinity Sunday, a moveable feast also known as Holy Trinity Sunday, is celebrated a
week after Pentecost Sunday in honor of the most fundamental of Christian beliefs—belief in the Holy Trinity. We can never fully understand the mystery of the Trinity, but we can sum it up in the following formula: God is
three Persons in one Nature. The three Persons of God—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit—are all equally
God, and They cannot be divided. The origins of the celebration of Trinity Sunday go all the way back to
the Arian heresy of the fourth century. Arius believed that Christ was a created being, and in denying
the divinity of Christ, he denied that there are three Persons in God. Arius' chief opponent, Athanasius,
upheld the orthodox doctrine that there are three Persons in one God, and the orthodox view prevailed
at the Council of Nicaea, from which we get the Nicene Creed.
May 29 Ascension of Bahá'u'lláh Bahá'í Considering all that had happened in the 48 years beginning with the declaration of the Báb in 1844, Bahá'u'lláh's passing on May 29, 1892 at about 3:00 A.M. might seem anticlimactic. He died quietly at the age of 75, still marginally a prisoner but permitted to live outside the walls of Akká in a mansion known as Bahjí.
The relative tranquility of His final days on Earth stand in marked contrast to the tumult that had surrounded Him for much
of His life.
Born to a noble family in Persia, He might have lived a life of relative ease. He was generally held to be a wise and
good man whose charity had earned Him the nickname "Father of the poor." But when word of the Báb reached Him, He
embraced the new religion and became one of its staunchest supporters, jeopardizing everything He had. Over the next
few years He was briefly imprisoned twice, tortured on one occasion and narrowly escaped an official death sentence.
Bahá'u'lláh was stripped of wealth and property and banished to Baghdad, the first of four banishments He would
suffer. In each place to which He was sent, His wisdom and character earned Him the admiration of people from all walks
of life, but in each case the authorities, fearful of His influence, sent Him further into exile. Thus He was moved from Baghdad to Constantinople, Adrianople, and finally the prison city of Akká in the Holy Land. Although despised and threatened
on all sides, He never once ceased to proclaim the message God had entrusted to Him. His Writings amount to some 100
volumes and were addressed to kings and commoners, friends and enemies, believers and deniers. For 40 years He proclaimed this Message in words such as these:
This is the Day in which God's most excellent favors have been poured out upon men, the Day in which His most
mighty grace hath been infused into all created things. It is incumbent upon all the peoples of the world to reconcile their
differences, and, with perfect unity and peace, abide beneath the shadow of the Tree of His care and loving-kindness. It
behoveth them to cleave to whatsoever will, in this Day, be conducive to the exaltation of their stations, and to the promotion of their best interests.... Beseech ye the one true God to grant that all men may be graciously assisted to fulfill that
which is acceptable in Our sight. Soon will the present-day order be rolled up, and a new one spread out in its stead. Verily,
thy Lord speaketh the truth, and is the Knower of things unseen. (Gleanings from the Writings of Bahá'u'lláh, IV, p. 6-7).
May 30 Corpus Christi Catholic Christian The Feast of Corpus Christi, or the Feast of the Body and Blood of Christ (as
it is often called today), goes back to the 13th century, but it celebrates something far older: the institution of the Sacrament of Holy Communion at the Last Supper. While Holy Thursday is also a celebration of this mystery, the solemn nature
of Holy Week, and the focus on Christ's Passion on Good Friday, overshadows that aspect of Holy Thursday.
In 1246, Bishop Robert de Thorete of the Belgina diocese of Liège, at the suggestion of St. Juliana of Mont Cornillon (also in Belgium), convened a synod and instituted the celebration of the feast. From Liège, the celebration began to
spread, and, on September 8, 1264, Pope Urban IV issued the papal bull "Transiturus," which established the Feast of Corpus Christi as a universal feast of the Church, to be celebrated on the Thursday following Trinity Sunday.
At the request of Pope Urban IV, St. Thomas Aquinas composed the office (the official prayers of the Church) for the feast.
This office is widely considered one of the most beautiful in the traditional Roman Breviary (the official prayer book of the
Divine Office or Liturgy of the Hours), and it is the source of the famous Eucharistic hymns "Pange Lingua Gloriosi" and
"Tantum Ergo Sacramentum."
For centuries after the celebration was extended to the universal Church, the feast was also celebrated with a Eucharistic procession, in which the Sacred Host was carried throughout the town, accompanied by hymns and litanies. The
faithful would venerate the Body of Christ as the procession passed by. In recent years, this practice has almost disappeared, though some parishes still hold a brief procession around the outside of the parish church.
While the Feast of Corpus Christi is one of the ten Holy Days of Obligation in the Latin Rite of the Catholic Church, in some
countries, including the United States, the feast has been transferred to the following Sunday.

